CELEBRATION EVENT

10th Anniversary of UNISCAPE
Constitution Act

via della Mattonaia 14, Firenze
3° floor - room 401
15.30 | Welcome remarks
Giuseppe De Luca, DIDA, University of Florence
Mauro Agnoletti, GESAAF, UNISCAPE representative University of Florence
Tessa Matteini, Director UNISCAPE, DIDA, University of Florence

15.45 | Le projet de paysage en France. Du projet de jardin à la gouvernance paysagère des territoires | Landscape Projects in France. From garden design to landscape governance of territories
Pierre Donadieu, ENSP, Versailles Marseille (introduced by Maria V. Mininni, UNIBAS, Matera)
Giorgio Galletti, ICOMOS, will give a brief summary in English of each section of the talk
Mariella Zoppi, University of Florence will comment the talk

17.30 | An overview of ten years of landscape publications
Luigi Latini, Fondazione Benetton Studi e Ricerche, IUAV University of Venice

18.00 | Concluding remarks
Juan Manuel Palerm, President UNISCAPE, University of Las Palmas de Gran Canarias

18.30 | Closing ceremony and parting toast

with a preview of the Video Interview "UNISCAPE Perspectives"
and the photo exhibition "Landscapes" by Luca Lupi